
Scribble Machines 
Grade: K+ 

Scribble machines are fun projects that combine arts and crafts with the basics of circuitry. Using 
commonplace items, students build robots that draw as they move. We use scribble machines to: 

• Introduce students to basic circuitry. 

• Develop students’ persistence through trial and error. 

• Facilitate discovery through observation and inquiry. 

• Explore creative design. 

This guide offers methods for using scribble machines as a teaching tool, as well as a variety of 
scribble machine designs and building tips. The teaching methods presented are designed to keep 
students engaged through inquiry, and give them ownership of their learning. 

MATERIALS 
The materials used for scribble machines are incredibly open-ended. With the exception of 
batteries, markers, and motors, almost any items can be used or substituted to create unique, 
dynamic scribblers. The following list offers some of the basic materials that we frequently use. 

• Hobby motors 

• AA Batteries 

• Plastic cups/Berry baskets 

• Markers 

• Rubber bands 

• Twist ties 

• Hot glue sticks 

• Masking tape 

 

For questions or comments, e-mail us at creativitylab@lighthousecharter.org.  

 



LESSON PLAN 
Cover a large work surface to be drawn on. We often use easel pads, though cardboard and 
newspaper are cheap alternatives. Place materials at each workspace, so students can easily access 
and experiment with them. 

Because creative design is an important element in building a scribble machine, we give students 
very limited instructions. Introduce students to their project by challenging them to build a machine 
that scribbles as it moves. Then stand back and let them tinker on their own. An hour is usually a 
good timeframe to design and build a working scribbler. Small groups are okay, if students wish to 
work together. 

Throughout the class, you may encourage students to walk around the classroom and look at other 
students’ designs, or to pause their work to come together for a discussion. Ask students what they 
are discovering with their designs, and how they are overcoming any problems. Write their 
observations on a white board for everyone to see. (See PROMPTS below.) 

There is no single method for building a scribble machine. Any design that scribbles is a success, 
and the open-ended engineering possibilities of a scribble machine are part of what makes them so 
fun. Without any help, students may create perfectly working scribblers. If they get stuck, here is 
one possible design: 
1. Use tape, rubber bands, twist ties, etc. to secure markers to a lightweight base (we like berry 

baskets and disposable cups). The markers will act as legs that scribble as they “walk.” 

2. Cut a hot glue stick to roughly one inch in length. Push the motor’s axel into it, creating 
something of a propeller. (Tip: Keep the glue stick off-centered.) Fasten the motor to the top of 
the scribbler, the propeller protruding over the side. 

3. Attach a battery to the body of the scribbler, positioned so that the wires from the motor can 
reach the positive and negative ends of it. 

4. To make the scribbler move, touch the tips of the motor’s wires to the ends of the battery. A 
rubber band around the battery will secure them. (Tip: Broccoli rubber bands work well for this.)  



DATA TRACKING 
A nice feature of scribble machines is the fun, visual data they create. 

As students’ machines begin drawing, have students describe their machine designs by writing 
directly on the paper beside their scribblers’ drawings. After students have recorded one pattern 
and design, encourage them to try new designs, and see how it alters their scribbles. Then have 
them record and compare this new data to the old. 

PROMPTS 
• Has anyone figured out how to make the motor run? 

• What happens when you swap which end of the battery each wire touches? 

• What is the purpose of the glue-stick? How does off-centering it make a difference to the motion 
of their scribbler? Why would this be? 

• What will adding a second motor do? 

• Can you change your design so that it scribbles without the glue stick? 

• Can you make your scribbler draw a perfect circle? 

• How did everyone attach the different pieces of their scribble machines? Can you make it 
sturdier? Can you make it more aesthetically pleasing? 



	  

3D PRINTED SCRIBBLE MACHINES 
If you have the time and equipment, consider this option for taking your scribble machine lesson 
plan further: 

1. Ask students to design their own, customized scribble machine. Have them plan out their 
design on paper with drawings and measurements. They should strive for sturdiness and 
efficiency of design. 

2. Have students build their customized scribblers using CAD software. (We use Tinkercad, free 
software available online.) Then let them print out their machine, for experimentation.  
(Tip: Have students print out test pieces for each component. For instance, if they want to 
create a shaft for the markers to sit in, have them prototype the shaft first, to test its size.) 

3. Give students the opportunity to revise their designs and reprint their machines as necessary.  


